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SCRUTINY COMMITTEE REPORT 
 

 
 

To:  Chair, Ladies and Gentlemen 
 

CWM TAF INTEGRATED FAMILY SUPPORT TEAM 
ANNUAL REPORT 2015-16 
 
 
1.0 REASON FOR THE REPORT 
 
1.1 To provide information for the Scrutiny Committee on a work programme item. 
 
2.0 RECOMMENDATION(S) 
 
2.1 That the scrutiny committee discusses and comments on the issues set out in the 

attached report.  
 
 
3.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
 
3.1 This item is on this scrutiny committees work programme.  
 
3.3 The Annual Report (see attached) reports on organisational and operational matters 

within the Cwm Taf IFST area and highlights critical issues which may impact upon 
successful delivery of IFST in future. 

 
3.2 The aim of the Integrated Family Support Team is to deliver family focussed services 

to enable parents to achieve the necessary behaviour changes that will improve their 
capacity and capability as parents. 

 
 
SCRUTINY SECTION  
 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 
Title of Document(s) Document(s) Date Document Location 

   
 

Does the report contain any issue that may impact the Council’s 
Constitution?  
 

No 

 

Date Written 16th January 2017 
Report Author Scrutiny Section 
Service Area Scrutiny 
Committee Date 24th January 2017 
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CWM TAF  INTEGRATED FAMILY SUPPORT TEAM ANNUAL REPORT 2015-16.  

 
 
Executive Summary: 

 
 

 
 

• The Cwm Taf IFST has continued to deliver high quality interventions  and 
training during a period of change to the staffing and structure of the team.  
 

• There has been a change to the position of Team Performance and 
development Manager and the team are currently looking to recruit to a 
vacant post of Consultant Social Worker.  
 

• The IFST have begun to develop and work with families affected by intimate 
partner Violence.  

 
• The main two challenges to the team in 2016- 17 are;  to increase the number 

of referrals from Merthyr Tydfil Childrens Services, and to continue to develop 
the work of the team with families affected by Intimate Partner Violence.    
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1 PURPOSE OF THE DOCUMENT: 
 
1.1 To provide an Annual Report on progress within the Cwm Taf IFST and the wider 

implementation. 

2 OBJECTIVES: 
 
2.1 The aim of this Annual Report is to:  
 

Report on organisational and operational matters within the Cwm Taf IFST area and 
to highlight critical issues which may impact upon successful delivery of IFST in 
future. 

3 INTRODUCTION: 
 
3.1 The Integrated Family Support Team (IFST) has its origins in the WAG Vulnerable 

Children Strategy and was created in the legislative framework of the Children and 
Families (Wales) Measure (2010). The duties of the IFST are now covered in Part 9 of 
the Social Services and Well-being (Wales) Act 2014.   

 
3.2 The aim of the IFST is to provide a highly skilled, multi-disciplinary team to 

intervene with families referred by Children’s Services from Rhondda Cynon Taff 
and Merthyr Tydfil. The IFST work with families who present a high level of need 
and risk due to parental/carer drug and/or alcohol misuse, with the aim of reducing the 
level of risk and ensuring positive outcomes for children.  This is achieved through a 
sustained and system-wide focus on delivering quality services based on robust 
evidence of effectiveness and best practice.  A significant focus for the IFST is also to 
provide consultation, training and advice to the wider workforce utilising the 
knowledge, skills and experience of the IFST staff to provide ‘an engine for system 
change’ in work with the most vulnerable children and families. 
 

4 IFST Governance  
 
4.1 From April 2016, the governance for IFST becomes the responsibility of Regional 

Partnership Board, as stipulated in the Social Services and well-being (Wales) Act 
(2014). The new Act also requires IFST's to expand their remit to work with families 
affected by Domestic Abuse and Adult Mental Health issues.   

4.2 Partnership Arrangement Regulations require partnership arrangements between 
Local Authorities and Local Health Boards to ensure the delivery of an IFST. 
Managers from the organisations are currently working together to develop a legal 
agreement.  

4.3 From April 2016, the Cwm Taf IFST will disestablish the IFS Board, from then on the 
responsibilities of the Regional Partnership Board will be delegated to the IFS 
Operational Planning Group.  
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4.4 The Operational planning Group will consist of Service Manager level partners from 
Health, Social Services, Housing, and Probation. The full membership of which will 
be outlined in the first meeting.  

 
5          SERVICE DELIVERY.  

 
5.1 This financial year, 2015 -16 saw changes to the staffing structure. The number of 

consultant social workers on the structure reduced from three to one. The one 
remaining consultant social worker post is currently vacant, due to an internal 
promotion to the position of team performance and development manager. The vacant 
consultant social worker post is currently out to advert.  

 
5.2 As highlighted above, staffing levels are reduced and are set to continue to be reduced 

into the next financial year, with one community psychiatric nurse leaving for a 
promotion in April 2016 and one child care support worker on long term sick leave. 
All of these factors have significantly affected the capacity of the team to work with 
families. 

 
5.3 A service review has been requested, this will be undertaken between July and 

September 2016. Whilst this takes place, an advert has gone out to temporarily replace 
the outgoing community psychiatric nurse with a senior practitioner social worker for 
6 months.  

  
5.3 The Independent Reviewing Officer provision continues to be provided on a shared 

basis between Rhondda Cynon Taf and Merthyr Tydfil. The significant level of pre-
planning of the reviewing processes continues to offer an efficient and effective 
system which, wherever possible, seeks to dovetail with existing statutory reviews.   

 
5.4 Plans are in place to further integrate the reviewing arrangements within the 

Reviewing and Safeguarding service. This has begun with training for some 
Conference Chairs and Independent Reviewing Officers on aspects of the IFST model 
of work and outcome focused work. This will be further developed in the next 
financial year. 

 
5.5       There have been no complaints made against the IFST in the time period covered by 

this report.   
 
 
 
6. Referrals  
 
6.1   This year the IFST changed the way that data was collected in Rhondda Cynon Taff, 

using the Integrated Childrens System to collect referral data. The decision was made 
to pilot this in Rhondda Cynon Taf, with a view rolling out in Merthyr, once we had 
confidence that the system could generate the information that is most useful.  IFST 
referral and intervention information is now easier to generate than in previous years, 
however, further development is needed to elucidate the type of data that will be most 
useful. A plan for this development was written for the April 2016 IFST Board 
meeting, and can be made available upon request. 
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6.2  The Cwm Taf IFST received 262 for the period April 2015 to March 2016.  
 We received 48 referrals from Merthyr Tydfil CBC, and 214 referrals from Rhondda 

Cynon Taff.  The table below highlights the number of children in the families 
referred.  

 
 
6.3  Figure 1 shows the number of referrals to the IFST from Rhondda Cynon Taf children 

services. The current data collection system collates referral information for the IFST 
and the Families First Team (referred to here as Long Term Team).  

 
 

 
Figure 1 - Referrals to the IFST Intensive Team and Longer Term Team 

 
6.4  Figure 2 shows the breakdown of referrals into the IFST based on the identified 

substance misuse of the primary carer. As can be seen, the highest proportion of 
referrals relate to concerns about alcohol misuse.  

  
 

 
Figure 2 Substance Misuse of Primary Carer. 

 
 
 
 
 6.5 Figure 3 shows the breakdown of referrals into the IFST based on the identified 

substance misuse of the secondary carer, usually the father, or male partner.  
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Figure 3 Substance misuse of secondary carer. 

6.6  As can be seen in figures 2 and 3, the large majority of the referrals to the IFST relate 
to parental alcohol misuse.  Cannabis and amphetamine use accounts for similar 
levels of referral in primary carers. Where drug and alcohol misuse is not recorded, 
the parent is either a single parent or concerns relate to the drug and or alcohol misuse 
of the partner.   

 
6.7  Figure 4 show the breakdown of referrals based on risks identified during the 

assessment stage.  As can be seen here, substance misuse, Domestic violence, adult 
mental health and parenting account for the majority of all referrals.  

 

 
 
Figure 4 Risk behaviours identified during IFST initial assessment 

 
6.8  All families who complete and IFST intensive intervention create personal goals that 

they would like to achieve, which are directly related to the concerns identified by the 
referring social worker. Goal achivement is measured using scales which range from -
2 (the most unfavourable outcome thought likely), through to 0 (expected level of 
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success) up to +2 (best anticipated success). Goals are reviewed in IFST reviews, 
which are meetings chaired by Independent Reviewing officers. These meetings give 
families the opportunity to demonstrate the changes they have made, and consider 
what support they feel they need to help them maintain any changes they have made 
during the intensive intervention.  
 
 

 
Figure 5 Number of Goals set and goals achieved during IFST intensive intervention. 

6.9  Figure 6 identifies the referrals to the IFST from Merthyr Tydfil Children services. As 
can be seen the majority of children referred relate to children whose names are on the 
child protection register.   

 
 
 

 
Figure 6 Merthyr Tydfil Referrals to the IFST.   

 

 
6.10  Figure 7 shows the number of Merthyr Tydfil referrals to the IFST based on substance 
misuse. As can be seen, the majority of referrals made result from parental alcohol misuse.  
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Figure 7 Referrals to IFST from Merthyr Children Services based on substance misuse of parent/carer. 

 
 
6.11  The priority for this year is to further develop the method of data collection, 

particularly in Merthyr Tydfil, to show goal attainment, behaviour change, and short, 
medium and long term outcomes of children. For example, we will want to answer the 
question, "what happens to families referred to the IFST 12 months after the 
intervention. We have some base line data which indicates that these outcomes are 
very good, but the work is needed to create an efficient data collection tool.  

 
The figures for the nature of substances used have changed in the last 12 months with 
Alcohol now presenting as the highest significant factor (59 families). The figure for 
Cannabis (20 families) with Amphetamine and Poly Drug use both significant in just 
under 10 families.     

 
6.3 In terms of goal attainment, a total of 335 Goals were set as part of the interventions; 

a significant improvement on goal attainment was reached this year with 74 /22% of 
family's not attaining, 175/52% attaining and 86/26% exceeding their goals.  

 
6.4      A total of 96 reviews were held; 88 went on to a final review, and a total of 47 cases 

were subsequently closed to further social services involvement. 
 
 
6.5 The current data presented here, has been collected during a time, when the team has 

been depleted, and experiencing significant change. Case load sizes in the team range 
from 14- 28 children. When workers hold small cases in the intensive phase, between 
one and two families, they are also holding longer term families, who they continue to 
support for 12 months following the intensive work. A further priority for the next 12 
months will be for us to use the base line case load data, to maximise the performance 
of the team.  
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7.0  Training and Workforce Development.  
 
7.1 Training and Development continues to be a significant part of the remit of the IFST. 

The team deliver a variety of courses ranging from introductory sessions in 
Motivational Interviewing, through to accredited modules and formal qualifications 
through Agored. From the inception of the IFST a significant share of the training was 
delivered by Consultant Social workers within the team, with IFST practitioners 
supporting the delivery of the training agenda, by delivering one or two training days 
per year.  Changes to the IFST structure in the last financial year, have meant that a 
larger proportion of the training has become the responsibility of the current Team 
Performance and Development Manager and the IFST practitioners. The high skill 
level and experience of IFST practitioners has meant that training has continued to be 
delivered to a high standard; however, a greater tension has developed between the 
needs of the service to work with families and to deliver the current training plan. The 
main challenge for the IFST in the next year will be to find the correct balance 
between service delivery with families, and the training remit.  
 

7.2  Below is a list of the courses that IFST delivered between April 2015 and March 
2016.  
 
IFSS. Enhancing Behaviour Change in Families.    
IFSS. Promoting behaviour Change in Families.  
IFSS. Building Stronger Families through IFSS- Family Focused Interventions, four 
day course, delivered twice.  
Working with Substance Misuse in families, two day course, delivered twice  
Introduction to Motivational Interviewing, half day workshop delivered 4 times.  
Motivational Interviewing for Social Workers. One day, delivered to newly qualified 
social workers.  
Outcome focused social work, ½ day delivered to Cardiff University Masters in 
Social Work students.  
Evidence Based Social Work, ½ day delivered University of South Wales Social 
Work Degree students.  

 
7.3  Evaluation feedback of IFST training.   

 
In total the IFST trained more than 170 staff and students between April 2015 and 
March 2016. The training was evaluated using differing feedback forms, however 
below are the key messages from the training.  
 
When asked the question "would you recommend the training to your colleagues?"  
100% of respondents said yes.   
 
What people said about IFST training.  
 
"Interesting and inspirational training which helped to reaffirm my values and impact 
on my practice". 
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"Enjoyed the training, built on my experience of person centred counselling.  Learned 
new skills to apply to my practice".  
"Really enjoyable day, will definitely utilise in clinical practice". 
"Extremely helpful and providing an insight into the effects of S.A. on families and 
children. 
Sharing other experiences with practitioners". 
 
 

7.4 Training and Development of IFST staff.  
 
7.5  Working with families affected by Domestic Violence. One of the key priorities 

highlighted in the previous annual report of 2014-2015, was the need for the IFST to 
develop our work with intimate partner violence/domestic abuse. This area of work is 
contentious and while some IFSTs are looking to develop their work with intimate 
partner violence, other local authorities have decided not to develop their work at this 
time, instead waiting for further direction from Welsh Government.  In the Cwm Taf 
IFST we take the view the domestic abuse is a serious issue, which causes significant 
harm to children and families. We also hold the view that as an experienced team, we 
have some good skills to support families at a time of crisis, whilst recognising that 
the current IFST model of work requires some adaptation in order to be confident 
working in this way.   

 
7.6 We have begun the process of up-skilling the team, and developing the IFST model to 

work with Intimate Partner Violence (IPV). In 2015-16, the team received 4 days 
worth of training, through AHIMSA, an organisation who train and supervise work in 
this area. The facilitator of the training supervises therapists in Cwm Taf, who deliver 
the local perpetrator programme.  

 
7.7 Further work will need to take place to embed those skills within the team and help 

practitioners further develop the IFST model in this area. This training was also 
offered to a colleague in probation, to help build closer links and shared 
understanding across the organisations.  

 
7.8  The IFST funded training for the practitioners in the team to attend training in 

Solution focused Brief Therapy, delivered by Eileen Murphy. This was also offered to 
staff in Merthyr Tydfil Childrens Services, and Rhondda Cynon Taf Children 
services. This training was central to the language of the new Social Services and 
Well-being (Wales) Act (2014), and therefore helpful in developing skills in outcome 
focused work and developing positive social work relationships.     

 
7.9 Supervision training in Solution Focused Brief Therapy was also offered to managers 

in across both authorities, with managers from Children and Families Social Work 
teams, the Disabled Children Team and Prevention Services attending.  

 
 
 
7.10 In addition IFST staff attended the following training this year.  
 

Child Sexual Exploitation      
  NMC Revalidation     
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  CPR (Mandatory)     
 Motivational Interviewing Summer School 
 Well Being Act Training  

  Manual Handling 
Infection Control 
Immunisation update 
Breastfeeding update 
Revalidation 
Resuscitation 

 
 
8 PARTNERSHIP WORKING: 

       
8.1  The IFST continues to work within the partnership agenda and has maintained the   

following: 
 

8.2  Pregnancy - The IFST continue to have a presence on the LHB pregnancy pathway 
subgroup held in the Rhondda Integrated Substance Misuse Service.  

 
8.3  CDAT - both community psychiatric nurses offer occasional cover in the CDAT's 

supporting the retention of skills and capacity building for both organisations.  
 
8.4  Domestic Abuse - work has continued in developing a process for applying the IFST 

model to domestic abuse. Evidence within case load numbers suggests a significant 
number of cases where domestic abuse is a pertinent issue within the family. Links 
with other specialist services for domestic abuse have been developed, including the 
OASIS centre, Women's aid, and perpetrator programme run by Rosy McGuigan. 

 
8.5  Care Council Cymru, SSIA - Work has continued in the development of the 

Consultant Social Worker Role across Wales. The Cwm Taf IFST supported the 
organisation of the All Wales Consultant Social Worker conference and facilitated the 
event.       

8.6 In Merthyr Tydfil Children Services, the IFST Manager has become a member of the 
extended managers team and has contributed to developments. 

 
 
9.   PRIORITIES FOR THE NEXT TWELVE MONTHS: 
 
9.1 Continue to deliver a plan that will ensure that IFST is accountable for outcomes 

achieved and provide equitable delivery of the service across Cwm Taf region. 
9.2  Re-examine the referral processes to ensure that the IFST work equally with the 

families of the highest priority for both Merthyr Tydfil and Rhondda Cynon Taf.  
 
9.3  Commence delivery of interventions   in relation to domestic abuse and in line with 

the Code of practice.   
 
9.4 Implement an outcome focused performance score card.  
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9.5  Contribute to the development and improvement of intensive support services for 
children in MT as part of the strategy for improving well-being and preventing 
escalation of risk.  

 
Promote and develop the IFST model of intervention using Motivational 
Interviewing, Solution Focussed and other Cognitive Behavioural techniques to the 
workforce across RCT in line with proposed restructure of Children Services. 

 
 
 
10 EXPENDITURE: 
 
10.1 Spending has remained within budget for the period 1st April 2015 to 31st March 

2016. Staffing and Accommodation costs remain the most significant spend 
associated with the team.  

 
 
11 CONCLUSION: 
 
 
11.1     The next twelve months should continue to provide a challenge specifically with the 

implementation of the Social Services and Wellbeing (Wales) Act 2014 and the 
changes in regulation.  The delivery plan and score card will assist in providing focus 
and accountability. With the continuing increase in demands for the service and the 
ongoing push   to maximise capacity, focus must remain on the outcomes for 
individuals.  This will involve increasing the number of families engaging in 
completing the full intensive interventions and developing specific services to meet 
the additional needs of families where Domestic Violence/Abuse and Mental Health 
difficulties are presenting factors in their own right.      

 
 
          
 
 
 
 
 Jay Goulding.  
Team Performance and Development Manager.  
Cwm Taf Integrated family Support Team. 
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Appendix A.  
 
Service User and Practitioner Feedback.  
 
There are several ways in which we capture the usefulness of the IFST service.  One specific 
way we capture this is through service user and social worker feedback.  
  
At the end of an IFST intervention service users are given feedback forms, which we 
encourage them to complete, helping us to learn and develop as a service. Below is a 
summary of the feedback we received this year.  One caveat to this feedback is that although 
we ask all service users for feedback, invariably the ones who come forward to offer us 
thoughts are those who had a positive experience of the service.  
 
How well did you get on with your IFST worker?  
 
100%of respondents said that they got on "very well" with their IFST worker.  
 
In the IFST we know that the relationship between the worker and the family is central to 
supporting families to achieve positive outcomes. We use the positive relationship between 
worker and family to build trust and work towards common goals. We know families are 
more likely to share the complex difficult aspects of their lives if they feel that they can trust 
their worker.  
 
What useful things did you and your family work on with your IFST worker?  
 
"Helped us get back on track and be a couple again". 
 
"Debt management, my mental health and my addictions".   
 
"Value and Strength cards" 
 
"Knowing things that help me relax when anxious". 
 

 "Values Cards helped me to say what I was thinking and feeling". 
 
 "Making past behaviours real and knowing where I have gone wrong". 
 
 "Relapse Prevention, Triggers, Strengths, Goals, Safety Plan, Values exercises".  
 

In the IFST we meet families wherever they are in the change process. Some need practical 
support to manage debt or access services, others are resistant to change and want the department 
out of their homes. The skills we use, will seek to help families whatever their relationship is to 
change.  
 
Would you recommend the IFST to another family in a similar situation?  
 
100% of respondents said that they would recommend the IFST to another family in a similar 
situation. 
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This is an encouraging finding; however, there may be some families who did not complete forms, 
who may have a different view. In the next annual report we will hope to search alternate views to 
help us  
 
What were the most memorable things your worker did with your family?  
 
"Values exercise".  
 
"Set goals".  
 
"Relapse prevention".  
 
"Couple game to know how we were feeling".  
 
"Reflective account of values, I still cry when I read it back, it made me realise I needed to 
change". 
 
In the IFST we use some specific tools with families which are designed to help think about their 
lives and their hopes for change. We consistently find that families like the exercises that help them 
articulate the complexity of their lives and their emotions.  
 
When we work with families, we often summarise the work we have done together in the form of a 
reflective letter. When families read their letters or have them read back to them, they often have a 
very emotional response to the work. Hearing their own words, feeling listened too, and being 
understood, is often the most powerful thing we can offer families, and a real catalyst for change.  
 
What did social workers think of their work with the IFST?  
 
In the IFST we place great value upon relationships with referring social workers, and the 
wider workforce. It is those professionals who have usually noticed the initial concerns, who 
have helped families begin to make changes and who will often be the ones supporting 
families to sustain the changes they make during our work. It is therefore crucial that we 
come alongside social workers and families to create a clear idea of what change should look 
like in order to keep children safe.  
 
The questions we ask social workers are designed to help us notice what is working, and what 
we can improve on.   
 
How well did you get along with you IFST worker?  
 
100% of respondents said that they got on with there IFST worker, either well or very well.  
 
We would always hope to have a good relationship with the referring social worker, but there 
are times when this relationship is tested. The data set for this information is small, n=7. 
Those all relate to families who have been through the full IFST intervention.  For future 
data, we will look to capture views of social workers, where families didn’t proceed to 
intensive interventions or if strong differences of opinions formed, in order to understand a 
full spectrum of opinions. Our experience is that this does not happen often, but we feel that if 
we could capture any data around this, it would really help with our service delivery.  
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Was it helpful to you, knowing that the family could call an IFST worker at any time? 
 
100% said yes.  
 
In the IFST we offer a flexible service to families, aiming to offer an appropriate service at 
the right time, tailored to the needs of the family.  
 
What useful work did this family do with the IFST worker?  
 
"The IFST practitioner has been invaluable.  She has used her experience, particularly in 

 domestic violence". 
 
"Controlling dads temper, helping him with strategies". 
 
"Safety plans". 

  
"Impact of substance misuse on child and family". 
 
"Thoughts diaries" 
 
"Goal setting" 
 
"Practical support around finance and housing" 
 
"Emotion support during stressful circumstances" 
 
"The IFST practitioner was able to explore the significant family history and issues with the elder 
children to identify triggers between the parents and explore the impact of domestic violence upon 
the children". 
 
Until this year the work of the IFST has primarily focused parental drug and alcohol misuse, 
which has been the main evidence base of our work. We have always worked with families affected 
by Intimate Partner Violence, but usually as a secondary issue, the comments from social workers 
in the last year, demonstrate the value they are placing upon the work we have undertaken 
 
What did the IFST worker do that was most useful to you?  
 
"Kept me informed". 
 

         "Did what she said she was going to do". 
  

"Excellent standard of work". 
  

"Made life easier for me". 
  

"Regular communication, plenty of feedback on how family are coping. 
 
This was the first time I worked alongside IFST so I was given plenty of info about the service". 
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"The IFST practitioner had time to spend increased periods of time with the family, challenging 
deep rooted issues with the parents, which enabled us to evidence change/lack of change". 
 
In the IFST we appreciate the challenges faced by social workers and families. We appreciate that 
what social workers tell us they value, is the clarity about our role. They value regular 
communication and they value the intensity of the work we are able to undertake.   
Service User and Practitioner Feedback.  
 
There are several ways in which we capture the usefulness of the IFST service, one specific 
way we capture this is through service user and social worker feedback.  
  
At the end of an IFST intervention service users are given feedback forms, which we 
encourage them to complete, helping us to learn and develop as a service. Below is a 
summary of the feedback we received this year.  One caveat to this feedback is that although 
we ask all service users for feedback, invariably the ones who come forward to offer us 
thoughts are those who had a positive experience of the service.  
 
How well did you get on with your IFST worker?  
 
100%of respondents said that they got on "very well" with their IFST worker.  
 
In the IFST we know that the relationship between the worker and the family is central to 
supporting families to achieve positive outcomes. We use the positive relationship between 
worker and family to build trust and work towards common goals. We know families are 
more likely to share the complex difficult aspects of their lives if they feel that they can trust 
their worker.  
 
What useful things did you and your family work on with your IFST worker?  
 
"Helped us get back on track and be a couple again". 
 
"Debt management, my mental health and my addictions".   
 
"Value and Strength cards" 
 
"Knowing things that help me relax when anxious". 
 

 "Values Cards helped me to say what I was thinking and feeling". 
 
 "Making past behaviours real and knowing where I have gone wrong". 
 
 "Relapse Prevention, Triggers, Strengths, Goals, Safety Plan, Values exercises".  
 

In the IFST we meet families wherever they are in the change process. Some need practical 
support to manage debt or access services, others are resistant to change and want the department 
out of their homes. The skills we use, will seek to help families whatever their relationship is to 
change.  
 
Would you recommend the IFST to another family in a similar situation?  
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100% of respondents said that they would recommend the IFST to another family in a similar 
situation. 
 
This is an encouraging finding; however, there may be some families who did not complete forms, 
who may have a different view. In the next annual report we will hope to search alternate views to 
help us  
 
What were the most memorable things your worker did with you family?  
 
"Values exercise".  
 
"Set goals".  
 
"Relapse prevention".  
 
"Couple game to know how we were feeling".  
 
"Reflective account of values, I still cry when I read it back, it made me realise I needed to 
change". 
 
In the IFST we use some specific tools with families which are designed to help think about their 
lives and their hopes for change. We consistently find that families like the exercises that help them 
articulate the complexity of their lives and their emotions.  
 
When we work with families, we often summarise the work we have done together in the form of a 
reflective letter. When families read their letters or have them read back to them, they often have a 
very emotional response to the work. Hearing their own words, feeling listened too, and being 
understood, is often the most powerful thing we can offer families, and a real catalyst for change.  
 
What did social workers think of their work with the IFST?  
 
In the IFST we place great value upon relationships with referring social workers, and the 
wider workforce. It is those professionals who have usually noticed the initial concerns, who 
have helped families begin to make changes and who will often be the ones supporting 
families to sustain the changes they make during our work. It is therefore crucial that we 
come alongside social workers and families to create a clear idea of what change should look 
like in order to keep children safe.  
 
The questions we ask social workers are designed to help us notice what is working, and what 
we can improve on.   
 
How well did you get along with you IFST worker?  
 
100% of respondents said that they got on with there IFST worker, either well or very well.  
 
We would always hope to have a good relationship with the referring social worker, but there 
are times when this relationship is tested. The data set for this information is small, n=7. 
Those all relate to families who have been through the full IFST intervention.  For future 
data, we will look to capture views of social workers, where families didn’t proceed to 
intensive interventions or if strong differences of opinions formed, in order to understand a 
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full spectrum of opinions. Our experience is that this does not happen often, but we feel that if 
we could capture any data around this, it would really help with our service delivery.  
 
Was it helpful to you, knowing that the family could call an IFST worker at any time? 
 
100% said yes.  
 
In the IFST we offer a flexible service to families, aiming to offer an appropriate service at 
the right time, tailored to the needs of the family.  
 
What useful work did this family do with the IFST worker?  
 
"The IFST practitioner has been invaluable.  She has used her experience, particularly in 

 domestic violence". 
 
"Controlling dads temper, helping him with strategies". 
 
"Safety plans". 

  
"Impact of substance misuse on child and family". 
 
"Thoughts diaries" 
 
"Goal setting" 
 
"Practical support around finance and housing" 
 
"Emotion support during stressful circumstances" 
 
"The IFST practitioner was able to explore the significant family history and issues with the elder 
children to identify triggers between the parents and explore the impact of domestic violence upon 
the children". 
 
Until this year the work of the IFST has primarily focused parental drug and alcohol misuse, 
which has been the main evidence base of our work. We have always worked with families affected 
by Intimate Partner Violence, but usually as a secondary issue, the comments from social workers 
in the last year, demonstrate the value they are placing upon the work we have undertaken 
 
What did the IFST worker do that was most useful to you?  
 
"Kept me informed". 
 

         "Did what she said she was going to do". 
  

"Excellent standard of work". 
  

"Made life easier for me". 
  

"Regular communication, plenty of feedback on how family are coping. 
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This was the first time I worked alongside IFST so I was given plenty of info about the service". 
  

"The IFST practitioner had time to spend increased periods of time with the family, challenging 
deep rooted issues with the parents, which enabled us to evidence change/lack of change". 
 
In the IFST we appreciate the challenges faced by social workers and families. We appreciate that 
what social workers tell us they value, is the clarity about our role. They value regular 
communication and they value the intensity of the work we are able to undertake.   
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Civic Centre, Castle Street, 
Merthyr Tydfil    CF47 8AN

Main Tel: 01685 725000 www.merthyr.gov.uk

SCRUTINY COMMITTEE REPORT

To:  Chair, Ladies and Gentlemen

Communities First ‘Minded Phase Out’ 

1.0 SUMMARY OF THE REPORT

1.1 The report highlights the potential impacts and risks linked to the proposed 
significant budget reductions in light of the intention by Welsh Government to phase 
out the current Communities First programme across Wales. 

1.2 The lead department for Communities First have worked with the external partners to 
understand the potential delivery options for the future funding in line with the 
principles outlined by Welsh Government and the draft revised framework. However 
this guidance from Welsh Government is regularly changing and makes providing 
definitive plans almost impossible. 

1.3 An impacts and risks analysis has been completed with the external cluster delivery 
partners to identify both the primary risks of the loss of the programme to the 
organisations involved, to the community delivery, and any secondary impacts to 
partners or facilities as the programme supports a range of initiatives across the 
area. 

2.0 RECOMMENDATIONS that

2.1 The contents  of the report and the implications for the closure of the programme are  
noted and debated

2.2 The continuation via a 3 month extension at current funding levels be noted

Date Written 16th January 2017
Report Author Chris Hole 
Service Area Community Wellbeing 
Committee Date 24th January 2017
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3.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

3.1 Elected members will be aware of the recent announcement by the Minister Carl 
Sergeant where it was stated that “the minister was minded to phase out the 
Communities First programme”.  Since this statement meetings have been held with 
Lead Delivery Bodies across Wales to provide further information on how the 
phasing out of the programme is to be progressed.

3.2 Meetings and planning in anticipation of what is to come has taken place with the 
three clusters within Merthyr Tydfil. Through this partnership approach a potential 
future delivery plan has been developed and an understanding of the potential 
impacts on the reductions to the programme and the loss of the programme. 

4.0 WHERE WE WERE 

4.1 Within Merthyr Tydfil we currently have a 3 cluster model delivered by external 
partners with a small central coordination team.  The 3 central team employees of 
the council are reliant upon a contribution from all clusters and enables the local 
authority to fulfil its role as a Lead Delivery Body for the programme. . 

2015/16 North Mid South  Lead 
Delivery 
Body* 

Current Funding 
level 

732,821 585,039 570,675 97,710

*This budget is top sliced from the cluster allocations

4.2 The preventative programmes delivered currently across the county borough are 
structured around 3 strategic aims to improve the Prosperity, Learning, and Health of 
the community and is currently available to community members of all ages. The 
programme is unique to each cluster and therefore the below summary delivery 
outlines the focus within each cluster with a full delivery profile in Appendix A.   It is 
important to note that the total number of community members supported through 
the whole programmes during 2014/15 was 8,452.

 
North Cluster Mid Cluster South Cluster 

Prosperous 6 7 5
Learning 9 6 9
Health and 
Wellbeing 

7 7 11

Total 
Projects  22 20 25
Community 
Members 
supported 
14/15 

2930 2386 3136

Staff 
Employed * 15.4FTE 11.2FTE 8.67FTE 
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5.0 Welsh Government Guidance on the New Programme

5.1 At the national Communities First event held on the 20th October 2016 the Cabinet 
Secretary reiterated the phased closure message previously released but stressed 
that this will only be finally decided after engaging widely. The recognition of the 
interdependency between a range of programmes was acknowledged and the 
Cabinet Secretary reaffirmed the commitment to the continuation of the Communities 
for work and LIFT programme irrespective of his decision on Communities First.

5.2 In taking forward a proposed phasing out of the programme the following key 
information was shared with delegates present:

 significantly reduced funding for 2017 compared with the  current year
 the proposed full closure of the programme, possibly being December 2017 
 ensuring remaining infrastructure minimises the impact on interdependent 

programmes and community infrastructure until full closure
 Consultation on a proposed new outcomes framework to support a tighter 

focus on the post 16 employability agenda until full closure.

5.3 Further discussions with officials at the event identified that Welsh Government (WG) 
are suggesting that a significant budget reduction would be in the area of a minimum 
of 30% and WG have indicated that the draft budget will be published in January 
2017. The funding of redundancies as a result of the closure of the programme will, it 
was advised, be considered by WG on a case by case basis. Historically WG have 
funded the Voluntary sector redundancy costs but have refused to fund any within 
Local Authority structures. There are currently only 3 staff employed within the Local 
Authority within Merthyr Tydfil with the majority being employed by the external 
delivery partners. 

5.4 Welsh Government have subsequently verbally advised  at a regional meeting on the  
12th December 2016 that  the focus of the programme has been reconsidered and 
that the programme can ‘be flexible to enable a lower age range to be supported 
through the programme. Further written confirmation is being sought from Welsh 
Government to clarify this revised verbal guidance, this would however suggest that 
there is some recognition of the value of continuing to support the preventative 
agenda.  Enabling Communities First to at least in the short term continue supporting 
young people from disengaging within both education and the wider community, as 
part of a longer term approach to preventing youth unemployment.  

5.5 On the 22 December 2016 through a grant funding award letter of the 2 other anti 
poverty programmes (Flying Start & Families First), without prior notification,  Welsh 
Government have indicated that Communities First will be funded at the same level 
as 15/16 until 30th June 2017. However it is unclear at the time of writing this report if 
this programme will be in line with the current Framework outlined in 3.3 above or 
against  the proposed framework which may reflect 5.1 below – although clusters will 
need to consider the suggested ‘flexible age range’ issue once it is confirmed by 
Welsh Government. 

6.0 WHERE WE ARE NOW 
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6.1 Regular discussions have taken place with the 3 cluster leads to identify how 
these Welsh Government budget reductions would be achieved and what this 
will mean in reduced service delivery across the community.  The approach to 
the budget reductions has been hampered by a lack of clarity from Welsh 
Government. In preparing these scenarios the clusters were asked to submit 
plans based upon scenarios of 30%, 40% and 50% reductions in funding. 

North Mid South  LDB 
Current Funding 
level 

732,821 585,039 570,675 97,710

30% reduction 219,846 175,512 171,203 29,313
40% reduction 293,128 234,016 228,270 39,084
50% reduction 366,411 292,520 285,338 48,855

However due to the latest communication from Welsh Government this budget 
reduction will not be applied until at least   June 2017 as the funding is to be rolled on 
at current funding levels for 3 months. . 

7.0 Proposed Future programme  - the Journey to Work 

7.1 Having received the 30% reduction proposals from the cluster organisations 
an analysis of the projects to be delivered has been conducted by the Local 
Authority utilising the eligibility criteria of the new draft framework and the 
guidance advised by Welsh Government. This analysis has been returned to 
each organisation and further discussions held. The below table demonstrates 
the  programmes that are proposing to be delivered as part of the 2017 
delivery and of how this delivery supports the journey to work that is required 
through the guidance from Welsh Government for each cluster.  

Improving 
Personal work 

readiness

Improving 
Skill  for  

Work

Searching 
for Work

Experiencing work 
environment

Supporting 
enterprise

North  
Cluster

Staff
10.1 
FTE 

Job Club developing 
attitudes  to seeking 
employment   

Personal 
development training 
(financial capability)

Physical Health 
Mental Wellbeing

Training – 
indicator on 
digital skills

Obtaining 
qualifications 
(16+ and 25+)
Essential skills

Job club Volunteering 
opportunities

Mid 
Cluster

Staff
6.4FTE
 

Parental Mental 
Wellbeing 

Adult Mental 
Wellbeing

 Adult Physical 
Wellbeing

Essential skills Time banking 25+ 

Time banking 16-25

Work experience 
placements, 25+

Work experience 
placements, 16 - 
25yrs

Supporting 
business 
skills and 
knowledge
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South 
Cluster 

Staff
5.04
FTE

Five Ways to 
wellbeing

Money Matters

Digital skills 
clubs 

Skills Clubs 
(basic skills)

Accredited 
courses 25+ 

Up skill 16-24

Pre-
employment 

Career clubs 
16-24  & 25+ 

Employment 
Focus  25+

Transition to 
further 
education  

Employment 
focus 16-24

Work placements 
16-24

Volunteering 25+  

Work Placements 
25+ 

Volunteering 16-24  

Skills for 
Business

7.2 A full list of the current programmes is contained within appendix A. The 
projects that are being proposed as continued are highlighted, should Welsh 
Government confirm that the new employability focused framework is to be 
implemented for April 2017 or potentially now June 2017. The cluster 
organisations have been requested to further identify the percentage spend 
against each section of the journey to work scenario above, to enable a better 
understanding of the use of future resources.

7.3 The cluster lead organisations have within the draft profiles submitted 
followed the guidance from Welsh Government and maintained the 
infrastructure requirements to ensure that the Communities 4 work 
programme remains unaffected by the restructure. This means that the main 
cluster facilities would be unaffected by these changes and that learning 
opportunities remain available at least until the closure of the programme.

7.4 As detailed in the above table there are proposed reductions in the staffing 
levels within each cluster based upon the 30% reduction. Two of the clusters 
are reducing by circa 5 full time equivalents and one is reducing by circa 3 full 
time equivalents. 

8.0 IMPACT ON COMMUNITY MEMBERS of Services removed

8.1 An analysis of the projects and programme delivery has been undertaken by the 
Communities first central team and cross referenced this with the data management 
systems that Community First reports to Welsh Government.  The below table 
demonstrated the number of community members who will no longer be able to 
access a significant range of services which were previously eligible within the 
Communities First programme. As can be seen from the below the impact is Page 27



significant with  a total of 5,452 community members unable to access services 
previously available across the county borough in line with new WG guidance. 
Additionally if the programme was to end 8,452 community members would lose 
access to services. 

 
North Cluster 
PARTICIPANTS

Mid Cluster 
PARTICIPANTS

South Cluster 
PARTICIPANTS

Total participant 
per theme 

Actual 1022 Actual 870 Actual 915 Actual 2807Prosperous 

Reduction 30.45%(311) 100%(870) 4% (39) 44% (1220)
Actual 947 Actual 542 Actual 854 Actual 2343Learning 

Reduction 79%(746) 96 %(518) 78%(670) 82.5%(1934)
Actual 961 Actual 974 Actual 1367 Actual 3302Health and 

Wellbeing 
Reduction 44.5%(428) 79% (769) 80.5%(1101) 70%(2298)
Reduced 
community 
engagement 

1485 2157 1810
Actual 8452

 65% 5,452
Impacts based on 2015/16 data and WG proposed changes based on 16+ employment focused 
delivery. 

8.2 The community organisations have particularly highlighted the following key risks 
following these reductions in community services and their potential impacts based 
upon the WG guidance of an employment focused programme for 16+. 

 All youth work will stop in Gellideg, Trefechan and Twyncarmel, Forsythia, 
Engine House where there has been youth services delivered for the last 10 + 
years in most cases. Potentially increasing the risk of youth annoyance in 
communities or anti social behaviour which may impact on the youth crime 
agenda. This may however be able to be mitigated once further confirmation 
on the age range is received.

 There will be no support for older age residents facing social isolation or 
health support.  Potentially increasing the demand for formal Health or social 
service support

 Current support programmes to schools will cease as will programmes for 
supporting the early years agenda in non Flying Start areas. Potentially 
impacting on the Councils attainment and attendance priorities.

9.0 Risks to the Host Community Organisations and the Lead Delivery 
Body 

9.1 Separate discussions have also been initiated with the 3 host organisations to 
understand what impact and risks this phased closure will mean to them as individual 
organisations. These risks have been summarised as follows 
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9.1.1 All 3 host organisations have identified that they would be unable to meet the 
financial implication of the potential redundancy costs (35.3fte) either in part 
or in full should a full closure of the programme be progressed. Each host 
organisation will be reliant upon Welsh Government meeting this 
commitment to remain viable organisations 

9.1.2 All 3 host organisations have indicated that  if the programme was to end the 
loss of Management fee to core, at a time when organisation are facing other 
financial reductions, would be a significant loss.

9.1.3 Two of the host organisations have identified that the programme has 
shaped their organisations and   a greater transition period would need to be 
available than the 9 months proposed by Welsh Government. 

9.1.4 Two of the three clusters have identified that should the programme close in 
full then their current main facilities for Community First delivery would face 
closure due to the extent of CF resources funding these premises.

9.1.5 At least one cluster has identified that should delivery cease  there is  the 
potential for other grants to be affected  which may result in financial claw -
back of grant funded assets.

9.1.6 One of the host organisations is currently developing a new facility which is 
reliant upon a range of grant funding (VVP etc.) and joint discussions have 
been held with Economic Development and the organisation involved and it 
has been confirmed at this meeting that the future running costs of the facility 
are not reliant upon Communities First resources. 

9.1.7 The Lead Delivery Body As the Council have an annual allocation of 
Community First money, should a 30% reduction be applied to this then 
there will be insufficient resource to maintain the requirements of the Lead 
Delivery Body. Therefore it is proposed that should a reduction be applied 
then this would need to reflect a 20% reduction which would mean the loss 
of income of £12,000 to the finance department, and the removal of a part 
time administration post.  This potential redundancy situation could be 
mitigated, protecting the council from redundancy costs as the Families First 
programmed has until now utilised agency support for administrative duties. 
The finance contribution has been confirmed as not contributing to a post 
and therefore is loss of income. 

9.1.8 The Lead Delivery Body currently has arrangements with one cluster 
organisation to fund services monthly in advance, which equates to 
approximately £50,000. 

10.0 Impact on other organisations/facilities 

10.1 Community Facilities: There are 12 facilities across the borough at risk, to varying 
degrees that the CF clusters have raised concerns around plus a potential impact on 
other services, buildings and programmes they currently support through the 
community First programme. The risks below are based upon the withdrawing of 
funding in full and in relation to 30% reductions as Community First only allows 1 
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central facility to attract premises costs in each cluster. Within the north cluster a 
direct recipient of Communities First funding through contract arrangements is the 
Dowlais Engine House and this may no longer be  eligible for funding unless the 
flexible age range guidance is confirmed  and the programme opens up to under 
16’s. . 

Buildings that risk 
Closure

Community Facilities Viability Other 

North  
Cluster

3G’S offices
Forsythia Youth 

Centre 
Galon Uchaf 

Residents Centre

Loss of support to 
local schools

Loss of Dowlais 
Engine House

Mid Cluster TAG community group 
Park Church in Town ward

Loss of support to 
local schools

South Cluster 
Treharris B & G Club,
Troedyrhiw B & G Club, 
Fir Tree Drive, St Matthias 
Church Hall.

Loss of support to 
local schools

10.2 Commissioned Suppliers: Many private suppliers support the programme’s delivery, 
including music and singing tutors, basic skills tutors, training providers, and physical 
activity instructors. Their income will reduce from loss of business as will many 
voluntary organisations who rent space to enable the delivery of community first 
programmes within the community.

10.3 Through existing partnership delivery arrangements with the adult community 
learning service there could be a reduction in the outcomes of this service area as 
the wider array of courses previously provided by Communities first will not be 
available if the new framework is introduced.  

10.4 Match Funding for Inspire to work: Each of the clusters within their proposals has 
removed this programme from their future delivery. However in anticipating this, the 
Council has restructured its match funding for the European programme and will not 
require this contribution from the clusters after March 31st 2016.  A further report on 
Inspire to work is being presented to Cabinet confirming the future match funding of 
the Inspire to work programme.  

11.0 WHERE WE WANT TO BE 

11.1 The council needs to be in a position where it can respond to the future guidance on 
Communities First as the direction of future travel is agreed by Welsh Government. It 
is understood that the guidance should be available in February 2017 to assist with 
the exit strategy.  Should the guidance remain as discussed to date then the 
organisations and the council have a way forward as outlined in section 7 above.  

12.0 WHAT WE NEED TO DO NEXT 
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12.1 Analyse the future guidance once available and compare this again with the current 
delivery and proposed future delivery to develop either a new model or a full exit plan 
for the programme dependent upon the guidance.

12.2 A meeting of the single cluster board  for the borough is being arranged to consider 
the impacts of the changes and loss of the programme to the area  

12.3 Reissue contracts based upon current  delivery covering the period of April – June 
2017 and then once the guidance is known issue further extensions if applicable. 

8.0 CONTRIBUTION TO CORPORATE PRIORITIES

8.1 The Communities First programme contributes to almost all of the corporate priorities 
through its wide ranging programmes of health, learning and prosperous. The 
programme also facilitates access to the community and increases community 
engagement for many partners  across the county borough. 

Lisa Curtis Jones 
Chief Officer Social Services

Linda Matthews 
CABINET MEMBER FOR SOCIAL 

SERVICES

BACKGROUND PAPERS
Title of Document(s) Document(s) Date Document Location

List the Background 
documents which have 
been relied on in 
preparing the report. 
E.g. previous minutes of 
relevant committees

Does the report contain any issue that may impact the Council’s 
Constitution? 
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Appendix A 

Communities First Current Programme Delivery
North Cluster Mid  Cluster South Cluster 
School Based Family Club
After School Club
Holiday Club
Engine House - Encouraging Young People to 
Feel More Positive about School
Extra Curricular Family Based Initiatives
Lifelong Learning - Adult Males
Adult Education - Basic Skills
Youth Education Programme 
Ante Natal
Swimming 2-18yrs
Physical Activity Programme 18+
Healthy Balance Lifestyle Programme
Engine House - Improving Health & 
Wellbeing in Young People
Physical Activity Programme 7-18yrs
Youth Physical Activity Programme
Mindfulness and Stress Control 18+
Parents/New Parents Awareness & Support
Youth Mental Well-Being - Forsythia Youth
Engine House - Healthy Eating
Can't Cook, Will Cook!
Youth Reducing Risks Daily - Forsythia Youth
Engine House, Reducing Risks 11-16yrs
Engine House, Reducing Risks 8-11yrs
Ready for Work Club 25+
Youth Ready for Work Club
TIE
Computers/Digital Inclusion
CAB/Financial Capability
Youth Drop In/Holiday Club

Supporting Child 
Development
Baby & Toddlers
Extending Youth Horizons 8-
10yrs
Extending Youth Horizons 
11-18yrs
TIE
Skills for Life
Adult Skills Club
Confident Parents 
Programme
Physical Acitivty - Adults
Physical Acitivty - Children
Doorstep Sports
Better Mental Health
Better Mental Health - 
Secondary School
Community Nutrition - 
Adults
Community Nutrition - 
Children
Smoking Prevention
Healthy Older Age
Job Clubs 
NEETS Job Club
Digital Inclusion 
Financial Inclusion & 
Capability
CAB 1-1 Sessions
CAB Managing Money 
Group Sessions
Positive Behaviour 

Young Parents Support 
Group 
Homework Clubs
Young Peoples Learning
Child Support Work
Pupil Support Work
TIE
Education Family Support
Parent Support Work
Learning in the Community
Street Games
Adult Basic Skills
Reducing Birth Weight
Schools Transitions Project
Playing Together Programme

The above is subject to change due to changing guidance from Welsh Govrnment
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Civic Centre, Castle Street
Merthyr Tydfil, CF47 8AN

Main Tel:  01685 725000 www.merthyr.gov.uk

SCRUTINY COMMITTEE REPORT

To:  Chair, Ladies and Gentlemen

Performance Report – Corporate Plan. Priority Area 2 Promoting 
independence

1. SUMMARY OF THE REPORT
1.1. In Merthyr Tydfil (2013), outcomes were adequate with a comparably low proportion of 

the adult population able to live independently.  This meant there was a high need for 
formal packages of social care in order to promote independence.

1.2. In Merthyr Tydfil (2016), outcomes are currently adequate because performance is in 
line with (or better than) our projections for adults who can live independently and 
adults in residential care.

1.3. Our ambition is for outcomes for adults to be good by 2017.  In order to achieve good 
we need to improve peoples' ability to live independently to be in the top half of local 
authorities in Wales.

2. RECOMMENDATION(S)
2.1. The judgements and evaluations are noted and debated

Date Written 16 January 2017

Report Author Ewan McWilliams

Service Performance

Committee Date 24 January 2017
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3. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

National Context
3.1. All local authorities in Wales are required to secure continuous improvement in the 

exercise of their functions by identifying their own priorities for improvement.  This legal 
requirement is set out in the Local Government (Wales) Measure 2009.

Council Vision
3.2. To strengthen Merthyr Tydfil’s position as the regional centre for the Heads of the 

Valleys, and be a place to be proud of where:

a) People learn and develop skills to fulfil their ambitions
b) People live, work, have a safe, healthy and fulfilled life
c) People visit, enjoy and return

3.3. Our current approach to delivery of Adults Social Services directly and indirectly 
contributes to the priority outcomes set in both the Single Integrated Plan (SIP) and the 
Corporate Plan (CP).  The current strategy is to deliver those but our approach is 
evolving to align with the expectations of the Social Services and Wellbeing Act 2014 
and the Wellbeing of Future Generation Act 2015.

Corporate Plan - Promoting independence 
3.4. The local authority improvement objectives for 2013 to 2017 include the priority areas 

Promoting Independence, Meeting the Needs of Vulnerable Children and Active 
Lifestyles.  These priority areas seek to prioritise effort within the wide range of activities 
to have a strategic focus on early intervention and prevention to achieve the outcomes:

a) People in Merthyr Tydfil will be able to lead independent and fulfilled lives
b) Vulnerable children in Merthyr Tydfil live healthy, safe and fulfilled lives
c) People in Merthyr Tydfil are physically active and as a result have improved health

3.5. This report will focus on the outcome "people in Merthyr Tydfil will be able to lead 
independent and fulfilled lives"
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4. WHERE WE WERE

Promoting independence
4.1. In Merthyr Tydfil, outcomes were adequate with timely delivery of housing adaptations 

to help people remain in their own homes for longer and minimal delayed transfers of 
care.  However, there were a comparably low proportion of the adults able to live 
independently.  This meant there was a high need for formal packages of social care in 
order to promote independence.

Key Indicators
March 2013
Merthyr Tydfil

March 2013
Wales

Adult population who can live independently 96.1 % 96.8 %
Adult population who cannot live independently 0.52 % 0.56 %
Days taken to deliver a DFG adaptation 182 271
Carers of adults offered an assessment 100 % 86.8 %
Delayed transfers of care for social care reasons 3.35 4.57

5. WHERE WE WANT TO BE

Promoting independence
5.1. By 2018, we want to see an improvement in the proportion of the adult population that 

can live independently and be in the top half of local authorities in Wales.

Key Indicators
March 2017
Merthyr Tydfil

March 2018
Merthyr Tydfil

Adult population who can live independently 96.9 % 97.1 %
Adult population who cannot live independently 0.56 % 0.55 %
Days taken to deliver a DFG adaptation 200 200
Carers of adults offered an assessment 100 % 100 %
Delayed transfers of care for social care reasons 3.27  
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6. WHERE WE ARE NOW

Reference to Measures
(Full details in Appendix I)

Promoting independence
6.1. In Merthyr Tydfil, outcomes are currently adequate because performance is in line with 

(or better than) our projections for adults who can live independently and adults in 
residential care.

6.2. A recent update to adults receiving services dataset (24 November 2016) shows an 
improvement in the Welsh average.  Our performance remains adequate as we 
continue to close the gap to the Welsh average for adults who can live independently 
and we remain above the Welsh average for adults in residential care.

6.3. The social services performance team has set up a report that shows validations and 
other key information for carers.  The report is refreshed daily and includes validation 
reports.  This is available for the Head of Adults Services to manage the recording, 
validation and reporting of carers' information.

6.4. The rate of delayed transfers of care (1.48) relates to seven people so far this year and 
is within our expectation to achieve our target for the year.

Key Indicators1
March 2016
Merthyr Tydfil

March 2016
Wales

Adult population who can live independently 96.7 % 97.1 %
Adult population who cannot live independently 0.51 % 0.52 %
Days taken to deliver a DFG adaptation 184 241
Carers of adults offered an assessment - % - %
Delayed transfers of care for social care reasons 1.48 2 -

7. HOW DID WE GET HERE

Reference to Initiatives
(Full details in Appendix II)

7.1. Retender Direct Payments Support Service
7.2. Review progress against the Implementation of the SSWB (Wales) Act 2014
7.3. Improve the Hospital Discharge Process
7.4. Establish monthly reporting on carer assessments
7.5. Implementation of Welsh Community Care Information System (WCCIS)

1 The introduction of the Social Services and Wellbeing (Wales) Act 2014 made significant changes to the 
performance measurement framework for social services.  This means that there will be some amendments to the 
key indicators to align to the new framework during 2016.
2 Data at September 2016 (Quarter 2)
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Initiatives completed
7.6. n/a

Lessons learnt
7.7. n/a

8. WHAT WE NEED TO DO NEXT

New initiatives
8.1. n/a

9. THE WELLBEING DUTY (SS&WB ACT AND WFG ACT)
9.1. The Social Services and Wellbeing (Wales) Act (SSWB) became law in Wales on 01 

May 2014, which changes the way we assess people's needs and the way we deliver 
services to those people, where they will have a stronger voice to decide what care and 
support they receive.

9.2. The Wellbeing of Future Generations (WFG) Act became law in Wales on 29 April 2015, 
which is about improving the social, economic, environmental and cultural wellbeing of 
Wales.

Preparation for the Wellbeing Duty
9.3. Social Services have a regional work programme to implement the changes brought 

about by the SSWB Act.  In addition, Social Services are contributing to the production 
of the wellbeing assessment for the WFG Act.  The wellbeing assessment will inform 
the new strategy for Improving Wellbeing, which will centre on the seven wellbeing 
goals and the five ways of working.

LISA CURTIS-JONES
CHIEF OFFICER: IMPROVING WELLBEING

COUNCILLOR LINDA MATTHEWS
PORTFOLIO: SOCIAL SERVICES

EVIDENCE
Title of Document(s)

 Corporate Plan, Annual Delivery Document 2015/16
 Corporate Plan, Annual Delivery Document 2016/17
 Annual Report on Social Services 2015/16
 Scrutiny – 28 June 2016 – Performance Report
 Scrutiny – 20 September 2016 – Performance Report
 Quarterly Performance Data Return (April – September 2016)

Does the report contain any issues that may 
affect the Council’s Constitution? NO
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Appendix I Data

TITLE The percentage of carers of adults who were offered an assessment or review 
of their needs in their own right during the year

DATA Quarterly Performance Data Annual Target LA Rank

2015/16 Qtr. 1 Qtr. 2 Qtr. 3 Qtr. 4 2016/17 2015/16

MT 66.2 n/a n/a 100

Wales 91.4

(-25.2)

TITLE The percentage of carers of adults who were offered an assessment or review 
of their needs in their own right during the year

DATA Annual Performance Data Annual Target LA Rank

2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2016/17 2015/16

MT 100 100 85.4 66.2 100 22

Wales 86.8 85.8 95.6 91.4

Difference (13.2) (14.2) (-10.1) (-25.2) ()

TITLE The rate of delayed transfers of care for social care reasons per 1,000 
population aged 75 or over  

DATA Quarterly Performance Data Annual Target LA Rank

2015/16 Qtr. 1 Qtr. 2 Qtr. 3 Qtr. 4 2016/17 2016/17

MT 4.73 0.64        1.48 3.27

Wales 4.87

(-0.14) 3 / 4720 7 / 4720

TITLE The rate of delayed transfers of care for social care reasons per 1,000 
population aged 75 or over  

DATA Annual Performance Data Annual Target LA Rank

2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2016/17 2015/16

MT 3.35 6.38 5.02 4.73 16

Wales 4.57 4.69 4.83 4.87

Difference (-1.22) (1.69) (0.19) (-0.14) ()
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TITLE The percentage of the adult population (aged 18 and over) who can live 
independently

DATA Annual Performance Data Annual Target LA Rank

2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2016/17 2015/16

MT 96.07 96.12 96.63 96.73 96.90 16

Wales 96.81 96.84 97.00 97.08

Difference (-0.64) (-0.74) (-0.37) (-0.35) ()

TITLE The percentage of the adult population (aged 18 and over) who cannot live 
independently

DATA Annual Performance Data Annual Target LA Rank

2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2016/17 2015/16

MT 0.52 0.55 0.53 0.51 0.56 10

Wales 0.56 0.55 0.54 0.52

Difference (-0.04) (0.00) (-0.01) (-0.01) ()

TITLE The average number of calendar days taken to deliver a disabled facilities grant

DATA Annual Performance Data Annual Target LA Rank

2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2016/17 2015/16

MT 182 190 160 184 200 5

Wales 271 238 231 241

Difference (-99) (-48) (-71) (-57) ()
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Appendix II Projects

PROJECTS Apr
2014

Jul
2014

Oct
2014

Jan
2015

Apr
2015

Jul
2015

Oct
2015

Jan
2016

Apr
2016

Jul
2016

Oct
2016

Jan
2017

Retender Direct Payments 7.1

Review Implementation Plan 7.2

Hospital Discharge Process 7.3

Monthly Carer Assessment 7.4

WCCIS 7.5
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Back

PROJECT (A) Retender Direct Payments Support Service

PROJECT MANAGER Head of Adults Services

DESCRIPTION The option of direct payment enables individuals to purchase the 
assistance or services that the local authority would otherwise have 
provided.  Direct payments support independent living by enabling 
individuals to make their own decisions and control their own lives.  This 
project is to explore the market for potential providers to deliver the 
Direct Payments Support Service for residents in Merthyr Tydfil.

SOURCE Corporate Plan

EXPECTED BENEFIT(S) To maintain the options for people to make their own decisions on 
social care provision and have greater control of their own lives

START DATE 01 April 2015

FINISH DATE 31 March 2017

PROJECT UPDATE 24 November 2016

The Head of Adults Services will provide a verbal update against this 
project to Scrutiny on the day.
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PROJECT (B) Review progress against the Implementation of the SSWB (Wales) Act 
2014

PROJECT MANAGER Head of Adults Services

DESCRIPTION We will review the implementation of the Information, Advice and 
Assistance (IAA) services as offered as part of the Social Services and 
Wellbeing (Wales) Act 2014.  This specifically refers to the 
implementation of the "Front Door" services.  The review will ensure the 
model for IAA is working appropriately.

SOURCE Corporate Plan

EXPECTED BENEFIT(S) People have access to good quality, accessible information and advice 
in order that they can make decisions about the type of assistance they 
may need without relying on the local authority.  

START DATE 01 April 2016

FINISH DATE 31 March 2017

PROJECT UPDATE 24 November 2016

The Head of Adults Services will provide a verbal update against this 
project to Scrutiny on the day.
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PROJECT (C) Improve the Hospital Discharge Process

PROJECT MANAGER Head of Adults Services

DESCRIPTION This project is to improve the hospital discharge process by exploring 
the development of an integrated hospital discharge team.  The aim is 
to support hospital discharge and admission avoidance, develop a 
hybrid workforce and a single point of access for health and social care.

SOURCE Corporate Plan

EXPECTED BENEFIT(S) A reduction in the rate of delayed transfers of care between health and 
social care

START DATE 01 April 2016

FINISH DATE 31 March 2017

PROJECT UPDATE 24 November 2016

The Head of Adults Services will provide a verbal update against this 
project to Scrutiny on the day.
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PROJECT (D) Establish monthly reporting on carer assessments

PROJECT MANAGER Head of Adults Services

DESCRIPTION To establish monthly monitoring of carer assessments to improve the 
process of offer, record and review of carer needs.

SOURCE Corporate Plan

EXPECTED BENEFIT(S) An improvement in the percentage of carers of adults who were offered 
an assessment or review of their needs in their own right during the 
year

START DATE 01 April 2016

FINISH DATE 31 March 2017

PROJECT UPDATE 24 November 2016

The Head of Adults Services will provide a verbal update against this 
project to Scrutiny on the day.
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PROJECT (E) Implementation of Welsh Community Care Information System

PROJECT MANAGER Head of Adults Services

DESCRIPTION Welsh Community Care Information System (WCCIS) is an all Wales 
system which has been funded by Welsh Government and is aimed at 
further integrating Health and Social Care Services.

SOURCE Corporate Plan

EXPECTED BENEFIT(S) WCCIS has many benefits including:

 24/7 access to records and information
 Reduction in the duplication of data capture
 The ability to support mobile working
 Information can be shared instantly and securely between different 

Social Services departments and Health Boards, therefore, helping 
to deliver improved care and support for people across Wales.

START DATE 01 April 2016

FINISH DATE 31 March 2017

PROJECT UPDATE 24 November 2016

 Data cleansing is a critical step in the ‘Data Migration’ process.  To 
ensure we successfully migrate our data from Swift (UAP/ICS) into 
WCCIS, one of the first pieces of work we need to do is to ensure 
the information we hold on our system is accurate, up-to-date, and 
complete and there are no duplications.

 We have developed a clear and structured approach to carrying out 
the data cleansing exercise and will be liaising with teams and 
services shortly to assist with this exercise.

 Throughout August – October 2016 we undertook a number of 
business process mapping workshops with managers, nominated 
practitioners and relevant representatives from partner 
organisations.

 The workshops focused on reviewing and challenging our business 
processes and associated documentation to ensure they were ‘fit for 
purpose’ and compliant with the Social Services and Wellbeing 
(Wales) Act 2014.

 Throughout November a number of demonstrations of the WCCIS 
system were held. The purpose of the demonstrations was to 
provide attendees with a broad overview of the system and an 
opportunity to ask questions.
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Civic Centre, Castle Street
Merthyr Tydfil, CF47 8AN

Main Tel:  01685 725000 www.merthyr.gov.uk

SCRUTINY COMMITTEE REPORT

To:  Chair, Ladies and Gentlemen

Performance Report - Corporate Plan. Priority Area 3 Meeting the 
needs of Vulnerable Children

1. SUMMARY OF THE REPORT
1.1. In Merthyr Tydfil (2013), outcomes were unsatisfactory with a comparably high 

proportion of the child population in need, on the child protection register or children 
looked after by the local authority.

1.2. In Merthyr Tydfil (March 2016), the current position of outcomes for the community for 
children and young people is adequate because local performance continues to 
improve.

1.3. Our ambition is for outcomes for children to be good by 2018.  In order to achieve good 
we need to have effective early intervention and preventative services that reduce the 
number of children requiring support and prevent escalation when engaged in services 
e.g. children in need of care and support, looked after children, and children on the 
child protection register.

Date Written 16 January 2017

Report Author Ewan McWilliams

Service Performance

Committee Date 24 January 2017
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2. RECOMMENDATION(S)
2.1. The judgements and evaluations are noted and debated

3. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

National Context
3.1. All local authorities in Wales are required to secure continuous improvement in the 

exercise of their functions by identifying their own priorities for improvement.  This legal 
requirement is set out in the Local Government (Wales) Measure 2009.

Council Vision
3.2. To strengthen Merthyr Tydfil’s position as the regional centre for the Heads of the 

Valleys, and be a place to be proud of where:

a) People learn and develop skills to fulfil their ambitions
b) People live, work, have a safe, healthy and fulfilled life
c) People visit, enjoy and return

3.3. Our current approach to delivery of Children's Social Services directly and indirectly 
contributes to the priority outcomes set in both the Single Integrated Plan (SIP) and the 
Corporate Plan (CP).  The current strategy is to deliver those but our approach is 
evolving to align with the expectations of the Social Services and Wellbeing Act 2014 
and the Wellbeing of Future Generation Act 2015.

Corporate Plan - Meeting the needs of vulnerable children
3.4. The local authority improvement objectives for 2013 to 2017 include the priority areas 

Promoting Independence, Meeting the Needs of Vulnerable Children and Active 
Lifestyles.  These priority areas seek to prioritise effort within the wide range of activities 
to have a strategic focus on early intervention and prevention to achieve the outcomes:

a) People in Merthyr Tydfil will be able to lead independent and fulfilled lives
b) Vulnerable children in Merthyr Tydfil live healthy, safe and fulfilled lives
c) People in Merthyr Tydfil are physically active and as a result have improved health

3.5. This report will focus on the outcome "vulnerable children in Merthyr Tydfil live 
healthy, safe and fulfilled lives"
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4. WHERE WE WERE

Meeting the needs of vulnerable children
4.1. In Merthyr Tydfil, outcomes were unsatisfactory in 2013 with a comparably high 

proportion of the child population in need, on the child protection register or children 
looked after by the local authority.

4.2. Local delivery of the early intervention and prevention programme (Flying Start) has 
shown positive results in its first year.

Key Indicators
March 2013
Merthyr Tydfil

March 2013
Wales

Children in need per 10,000 child population 460 316
Children on the CPR per 10,000 child population 80.0 38.0
Children looked after per 10,000 child population 144 91.6
Children fully immunised at their fourth birthday 78.9 % 78.1 %
Children who reach/exceed their SOG milestones 58.9 % 55.0 %
Children looked after with three or more placements 8.33 % 9.54 %

5. WHERE WE WANT TO BE

Meeting the needs of vulnerable children
5.1. By 2018, we want to have effective early intervention and preventative services that 

help reduce the levels of children in need of care and support, looked after children, and 
children on the child protection register, which are currently among the highest in 
Wales.

Key Indicators
March 2017
Ambition

March 2018
Ambition

Children in need per 10,000 child population 370 350
Children on the CPR per 10,000 child population 78 72
Children looked after per 10,000 child population 110 100
Children fully immunised at their fourth birthday 88.4 % 89.0 %
Children who reach/exceed their SOG milestones 55.0 % 58.0 %
Children looked after with three or more placements 8.80 % 8.00 %
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6. WHERE WE ARE NOW

Reference to Measures
(Full details in Appendix I)

Meeting the needs of vulnerable children
6.1. In Merthyr Tydfil (March 2016), the current position of outcomes for the community for 

children and young people is adequate because local performance continues to 
improve.

6.2. The proportion of children looked after per 10,000 population (aged under 18) continues 
to improve to within 25 percent of the Welsh average.  There has been an increase in 
the proportion of looked after children with three or more placements (9.9 percent) at 
quarter 2, which is higher than our expectation.

6.3. Despite the reductions, the proportions of children in need remain higher than our 
ambition and high when compared within Wales.  To help improve this position the 
service has developed and expanded the Enhanced Children in Need (ECIN) Service 
and strengthened the Family First funded prevention service delivered by Multiple 
Intervention Assistance (MIA).

6.4. The provision of Flying Start services seen positive results with the children in Flying 
Start areas fully immunised; however, the children achieving their Schedule of Growing 
(SOG) milestones declined and are now below the Wales average.  However, it should 
be noted that for children reaching exceeding or within one age band Merthyr Tydfil in 
2016 is within line with the Welsh average at age 3 (82 percent).

Key Indicators
2016
Merthyr Tydfil

2016
Wales

Children in need per 10,000 child population 428 1 rank 20 307
Children on the CPR per 10,000 child population 82.4 rank 20 48.7
Children looked after per 10,000 child population 113 rank 17 90.2
Children fully immunised at their fourth birthday 87.1 % rank 09 83.2 %
Children who reach/exceed their SOG milestones 43.1 % rank 16 51.1 %
Children looked after with three or more placements 9.92 % 2 rank XX - %

1 CIN data is for the 31 March 2015 with the next update expected in March 2017
2 Data up to September 2016 (Quarter 2)
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7. HOW DID WE GET HERE

Reference to Initiatives
(Full details in Appendix II)

7.1. Further develop and expand Enhanced Children in Need (ECIN) Service
7.2. Continue the work of the Looked After Children Prevention Strategy
7.3. Improve practitioner tools to make judgements for children at risk of abuse or neglect
7.4. Deliver an effective Information, Advice and Assistance (IAA) Service

Initiatives completed
7.5. n/a

Lessons learnt
7.6. Due to the expansion of the Flying Start programme, Merthyr Tydfil has almost doubled 

the number of children undertaking the Schedule of Growing Skills (SOGS) 
Assessments undertaken by Health Visitors.  Welsh Government have advised that 
future changes will not see the Schedule of Growing Skills assessment universally 
implemented as it was not designed as a performance measure for services. A new 
measure linked with the foundation phase is being developed.

7.7. Whilst there has been a decrease in the rate of children's development at both age 2 
and 3, one factor is the number of children with additional learning needs identified 
within the cohorts.  Flying Start now employs its own Educational Psychologist to 
assess and oversee individual plans for these children.  In addition, a delay in speech 
and language development was identified as a reason some children are not 
progressing in other areas of their development.  Therefore, a review of this area of 
support was undertaken with partners who have invested additional resources to 
implement earlier assessments at 18 months, to improve outcomes and better target 
early intervention services.

8. WHAT WE NEED TO DO NEXT

New initiatives
8.1. Flying Start to implement the speech and language support and evaluate its impact on 

the wider outcomes for children.

9. THE WELLBEING DUTY (SS&WB ACT AND WFG ACT)
9.1. The Social Services and Wellbeing (SSWB) Act became law in Wales on 01 May 2014, 

which changes the way we assess people's needs and the way we deliver services to 
those people, where they will have a stronger voice to decide what care and support 
they receive.
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9.2. The Wellbeing of Future Generations (WFG) Act became law in Wales on 29 April 2015, 
which is about improving the social, economic, environmental and cultural wellbeing of 
Wales.

Preparation for the Wellbeing Duty
9.3. Social Services have a regional work programme to implement the changes brought 

about by the SSWB Act.  In addition, Social Services are contributing to the production 
of the wellbeing assessment for the WFG Act.  The wellbeing assessment will inform 
the new strategy for Improving Wellbeing, which will centre on the seven wellbeing 
goals and the five ways of working.

LISA CURTIS-JONES
CHIEF OFFICER: IMPROVING WELLBEING

COUNCILLOR LINDA MATTHEWS
PORTFOLIO: SOCIAL SERVICES

EVIDENCE
Title of Document(s)

 Corporate Plan, Annual Delivery Document 2015/16
 Corporate Plan, Annual Delivery Document 2016/17
 Annual Report on Social Services 2015/16
 Service Area Performance Report Cards 2015/16
 Scrutiny – 28 June 2016 – Performance Report
 Scrutiny – 20 September 2016 – Performance Report
 Quarterly Performance Data Return (April – September 2016)

Does the report contain any issues that may 
affect the Council’s Constitution? NO
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Appendix I Data

TITLE The rate of children in need per 10,000 population aged under 18

DATA Annual Performance Data Annual Target LA Rank

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2016 2015

MT 440 460 493 428 400 20

Wales 320 316 320 307

Difference (120) (144) (173) (121) ()

TITLE The rate of children on the child protection register per 10,000 population aged 
under 18

DATA Annual Performance Data Annual Target LA Rank

2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2016/17 2015/16

MT 92 107 84 82 72 20

Wales 47 50 47 49

Difference (45) (57) (37) (33) ()

TITLE The rate of children looked after per 10,000 population aged under 18

DATA Annual Performance Data Annual Target LA Rank

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2016 2015

MT (March) 153 145 140 131 113 120 17

Wales (March) 90 91 91 89 90

Difference (63) (54) (49) (42) (23)

TITLE The percentage of children in Flying Start areas that are fully immunised at their 
fourth birthday

DATA Annual Performance Data Annual Target LA Rank

2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2016/17

MT 85.0 83.2 91.0 87.1 88.4 9

Wales 76.3 78.1 82.7 83.2

Difference (8.7) (5.1) (7.3) (3.9) ()
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TITLE The percentage of children in Flying Start at age 35 to 37 months who reach or 
exceed their SOG milestones

DATA Annual Performance Data Annual Target LA Rank

2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2016/17 2015/16

MT 58.9 54.8 56.7 43.1 55.0 16

Wales 55.0 54.7 52.7 51.1

Difference (3.9) (0.1) (4.0) (-8.0) ()

TITLE The percentage of children looked after on 31 March who have had three or 
more placements during the year

DATA Quarterly Performance Data Annual Target LA Rank

2015/16 Qtr. 1 Qtr. 2 Qtr. 3 Qtr. 4 2016/17 2016/17 2015/16

MT 9.22 7.46 9.93 8.80

Wales 9.78

(-0.56) 10 / 134 14 / 141
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Appendix II Projects

PROJECTS Apr
2014

Jul
2014

Oct
2014

Jan
2015

Apr
2015

Jul
2015

Oct
2015

Jan
2016

Apr
2016

Jul
2016

Oct
2016

Jan
2017

Enhanced CIN 7.6 7.1

LAC Strategy 7.7 7.2

Practitioner Tools 7.3

IAA Service 7.4
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PROJECT (A) Further develop enhanced Children in Need services Merthyr Tydfil 
Family Centre

PROJECT MANAGER Head of Children's Services

DESCRIPTION The purpose of these services are to work with families at an earlier 
stage on a voluntary basis, in order to bring about changes in parenting 
skills and help families put in place strategies to prevent problems 
escalating and entering the child protection or Looked After Children 
arenas.  This will involve:
 Close work with the family and other agencies to develop individual 

action plans for the family and professionals with clear outcome 
goals, and

 Outline what needs to happen to achieve the outcomes, with shared 
responsibility between the family and key professionals and how we 
will measure progress with timescales.

SOURCE Corporate Plan

EXPECTED BENEFIT(S) A reduction in the numbers of children escalating to child protection of 
looked after children status.

START DATE 01 April 2015

FINISH DATE 31 March 2017

PROJECT UPDATE 16 January 2017

The Council supported an "invest to save" project.  We have recruited to 
the additional social worker and support worker posts.  We have 
increased the remint of the team to ensure that more families benefit 
from the approach.  There has been consultation with service users 
about a new title for the service.

Next steps:
 Monitor the impact and outcomes achieved by the service to ensure 

that we work to targets and address any challenges at an early 
point.
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PROJECT (B) Continue the work of the Looked After Children Prevention Strategy

PROJECT MANAGER Head of Children's Social Services

DESCRIPTION The expansion of preventative services at Merthyr Tydfil Family Centre 
will enable closer work with the Early Intervention Team and 
preventative work with families.  This strategy will look at prevention 
work and map opportunities to reduce (safely) the numbers of Looked 
After Children in Merthyr Tydfil.  This will involve work with children and 
parent, individual direct work, and outreach work within the family home 
to provide help and support to families at the earliest opportunity.

SOURCE Corporate Plan

EXPECTED BENEFIT(S) A reduction in the numbers of looked after children in Merthyr Tydfil

START DATE 01 April 2015

FINISH DATE 31 March 2017

PROJECT UPDATE 16 January 2017

Despite a developing trend of progress, during summer and autumn we 
saw an increased number of new entries to care for safeguarding 
reasons in one much which has interrupted the downward trend. We 
expect to be back on track in quarter 4.

We  will continue to deliver against the Children Looked After strategy, 
which has seen some positive results with a reducing number of 
children looked after by the local authority, which has been attributable 
to:

 Outcome focussed planning with families
 Promoting family alternatives to being looked after where it is safe to 

do so
 Strengthening the impact of preventative services
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PROJECT (C) Improve practitioner tools for making sound judgements when children 
are at risk of abuse or neglect

PROJECT MANAGER Head of Children's Services

DESCRIPTION In order to support practitioners make sound judgements when making 
decisions about safeguarding children and young people, we will 
research the risk assessment and management tools that are available 
across the country and develop a 'best fit for practice' tool and guidance 
for Merthyr Tydfil.

SOURCE Corporate Plan

EXPECTED BENEFIT(S)

START DATE 01 April 2016

FINISH DATE 31 March 2017

PROJECT UPDATE 16 January 2017

The provider has been identified and will commence work in quarter 4.
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PROJECT (D) Deliver an effective Information, Advice and Assistance (IAA) Service 
for Children and their Families

PROJECT MANAGER Head of Children's Services

DESCRIPTION The Social Services and Well-being (Wales) Act requires us to provide 
an Information, Advice and Assistance (IAA) service.  The IAA service 
will be a preventative and early intervention service, which will help 
manage demand by preventing need and risk from escalating to 
specialist services.  In order to deliver an effective IAA service, we will 
improve the quality and accessibility of information for children and their 
families about services that are available to ensure they have the right 
help at the right time.

SOURCE Corporate Plan

EXPECTED BENEFIT(S) High proportions of children who report that they had the right 
information or advice when they needed it

START DATE 01 April 2016

FINISH DATE 31 March 2017

PROJECT UPDATE 16 January 2017

The IAA task and finish group is continuing to develop the IAA service 
with some emerging performance about numbers accessing IAA. There 
is further work required.
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Civic Centre, Castle Street,  
Merthyr Tydfil    CF47 8AN 

 

Main Tel: 01685 725000 www.merthyr.gov.uk 
 

 
 

SCRUTINY REPORT 
 

 

 

 

 

To:  Chair, Ladies and Gentlemen 

Scrutiny Committee Work Programme 
 
 
1.0 PURPOSE OF THE REPORT 
 
1.1 To provide the Scrutiny Committee with its work programme for consideration and to 

prepare in advance for the next scrutiny committee meeting. 
 
2.0 RECOMMENDATION(S) 
 
2.1 The Committee considers its work programme and approve, revise or amend it as 

deemed appropriate; and to consider the questions above in planning for the next 
meeting.  

 
 
3.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
 
3.1 Scrutiny committees are required to prepare and keep under review a programme for 

their future work. By reviewing and prioritising issues, members are able to ensure 
that the work programme delivers a member-led agenda.  

 
3.2 At each meeting the committee will agree the agenda items for their next meeting 

and in preparation may in advance wish to ask itself the following questions. 
 
Q) Why has the item been placed on a scrutiny work programme? 

a. Does this item/topic contribute to the delivery of the Council’s Corporate Plan 
and priorities? 

b. Is this item/topic relating to service performance concerns? 
c. Is this item/topic of significant public interest? 
d. Has the item/topic got budgetary implications? 

Date Written 16th January 2017 
Report Author Scrutiny Section 
Service Area Legal & Governance Services 
Committee Division Scrutiny  
Exempt/Non Exempt Non Exempt 
Committee Date 24th January 2017 
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e. Is this a item/topic where Scrutiny involvement will make a significant 
difference and achieve tangible outcomes? 

f. Can effective Scrutiny of this issue be delivered from within available 
resources? 

 
Q) What is the specific role of the committee? 

            This will depend on the item – for example the role could be: 
a. to determine if performance levels are acceptable in relation to a particular 

department 
 b.  to determine if a specific policy is fit for purpose 

 c.  to satisfy itself that the Authority is working well with its partners in tackling a 
major issue  

d.  to gather the views of specific stakeholders as part of an on-going scrutiny 
investigation / review 

e. to explore possible solutions to an issue 
 

Q) What outcome is the committee seeking from the consideration of this 
item? 

a. To comment on the proposed budget and make suggestions to cabinet 
regarding the proposed budget’s ability to deliver the priorities of the council  

b. Identification of any causes for concern and note successes. 
c. To receive an overview presentation. 
d. To gain an understanding of and to comment on a policy / strategy 
e. To explore ideas around the setting of budgets while considering the 

pressures facing each service. This also helps provide an overview of the 
policy frame work.  

f. For the scrutiny committee to gain an overview and refresh their knowledge of 
the corporate plan / other plan / other strategy. 

g. Improvement in service delivery 
 

Q) What information does the committee need to fulfil this role / achieve 
this outcome?  
What is the Committee trying to do? You might be trying to do some or all of 
the following i.e. establish facts; gather opinions; or explore new ideas / 
solutions. 

 
Q) Who should be invited to the meeting to provide the information? 

Depending on the information you need you might want to hear from a range 
of witnesses – e.g. Cabinet members, Senior Officers, Service users, and 
External partners – e.g. Police,  Health Board etc 

 
Q) Does the committee need to ask for written representations? 

The Committee may wish to pose some questions to the Directorate / Cabinet 
member / External Partner etc prior to the meeting. This may help in instances 
when the committee is looking for something specific to be addressed. This 
will assist whoever is attending ensure that they have the information / answer 
ready for the meeting.  

 
Q) Which meeting format / venue would be most appropriate for the item 

and for the witnesses that will be invited to attend? 
 Meetings do not have to be held in a formal committee room environment. 

You may wish to hold occasional meetings out in the community e.g. 
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community centres, sports facilities etc. It depends on the subject. Some 
people find the formal setting intimidating. Site visits for example may be more 
appropriate to see first-hand what the committee is investigating / obtaining 
information on e.g. waste sites, regeneration projects etc. 

 
3.3 Just so the scrutiny committees are aware the Council has seven key priorities as 

per the Corporate Plan. These are:- 1) Raising Standards of Attainment; 2) 
Employability;  3) Economic Development;  4) Promoting Active Lifestyles;  5) 
Promoting Independence; 6) Meeting the Needs of Vulnerable Children and 7)  A 
Sustainable Environment. 
 
These seven Council priority areas are delivered through 4 themes and each of the 4 
Chief Officers has ownership and responsibility for one of them. The 4 themes are:- 

 

• Raising Standards - (Chief Officer for Learning/ Cabinet member for 
Learning)  
Learning & LAESCYP Scrutiny Committee 

 

• Improving Wellbeing - (Chief Officer for Social Services / Cabinet member 
for Social Services) 
Social Services Scrutiny Committee 

 

• Economic Growth - (Chief Officer for Community Regeneration / Cabinet 
member for Regeneration, Planning and Countryside) 
Regeneration, Planning & Countryside Scrutiny Committee 

 

• Sustainable Development - (Chief Officer for Neighbourhood Services / 
Cabinet member for Neighbourhood Services and Public Protection) 
Neighbourhood Services and Public Protection Scrutiny Committee 

 
3.4 To reflect the 4 themes as per above in a convenient form, 4 “strategies on a page” 

have been developed each reflects the Measures of Success; Desired Outcomes 
and Strategic Aims and Objectives. 

 
3.5  Much of Scrutiny committee activity is aligned to the delivery of the Council’s 

corporate priorities and the “strategies of a page” can assist scrutiny committees in 
this role. See appendix I for the “strategies of a page” 
 

3.6 A copy of the Committees work programme is also attached. 
 
 
 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 
Title of Document(s) Document(s) Date Document Location 

 
 

  

 

Does the report contain any issue that may impact the Council’s 
Constitution?  
 

No 
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Measures of Success

Raising Standards

Desired Outcomes

Strategic Aims 

All learners attain at least
the expected standard at all

stages in their education

Vision:

AIM 1: Improve the quality of
leadership including the leadership
of learning and teaching

AIM 2: Improve LA and
commissioned services

Leadership in all schools
is good or better

All members of the
education community

collaborate well in order
to improve the standards
and wellbeing of pupils

Teaching in all schools
is good or better

LA provision improves 
standards of attainment 

and the quality of
leadership and teaching 

in schools
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Specific Measurable Outcomes - Measures of Success

Improving Wellbeing

Desired Outcomes

Strategic Aims & Objectives:

Social Services:
- Children
- Adults
- Safeguarding

We will help people in
Merthyr Tydfil to maximise their
potential, be free from poverty,

be independent and healthy
and to live in supportive and

resilient communities.
People in Merthyr Tydfil 

will be able to lead 
independent and 

fulfilled lives.
Vulnerable children in 

Merthyr Tydfil live 
healthy, safe and fulfilled 

lives.

People in Merthyr Tydfil 
are physically active and 

as a result have 
improved health.

Vision:
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Economic	  Growth	  Plan	  
	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  Vision	  	  	  	  

Priority	  Area	  	   The	  Business	  Base	  	   Baseline	  
	  (year)	   Target	  	   	  	   Priority	  Area	  	   The	  Labour	  Market	  	   Baseline	  

(year)	   Target	  	   	  	   Priority	  Area	  	   Skills	  	   Baseline	  
(year)	   Target	  	  

Key	  Indicator	  	   Count	  of	  birth	  of	  new	  
enterprises	  	   225	  (2013)	   300	   	  	   Key	  Indicator	  	   Economic	  Ac@vity,	  

Unitary	  Authori@es	  in	  
Wales	  	  

27833	  (2011)	   30000	   	  	   Key	  Indicator	  	   Level	  2	  Skills	  	   6682	   7000	  

Indicator	  	   VAT	  /	  PAYE	  Registered	  
Enterprise	  Births	  	   225	  (2013)	   300	   	  	   Indicator	  	   Average	  Gross	  Weekly	  

Earnings	  	   £477.60	  
(2014)	   £500	   	  	   Indicator	   Working	  Age	  PopulaLon	  

with	  level	  2	  qualificaLons	  
(2011)	  	  	  

6682	   7000	  

Indicator	  	   VAT	  /	  PAYE	  Registered	  
Enterprise	  Deaths	  	   135	  (2013)	   100	   	  	   Indicator	  	   Claimant	  Count	  Levels	  	   1,100	  (Mar	  2015)	   900	   	  	   Indicator	  	   Working	  Age	  PopulaLon	  

with	  no	  qualificaLons	  
(2011)	  

9963	   9000	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   Indicator	  	   Gross	  Disposal	  
Household	  Income	  Per	  
Head	  	  	  

£13,500	   £14000	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   Indicator	   Unemployment	  Levels	  
16	  +	  	   2000	   1600	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   Indicator	  	   Economic	  InacLvity	  
Levels	  16-‐64	  year	  olds	   7,900	   7,300	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  

 

AIM 1: Develop a diverse 
and vibrant business 

base 

	  	  

AIM 2: Create a flexible, 
resilient and responsive 

labour market 	  

 
 

AIM 3:  Increase the 
quality and skills within 
the existing and future 

workforce necessary for 
effective business growth  

	  	  

 
 

AIM 4: Improve and create 
the right infrastructure to 

enable and accelerate 
business growth   

	  	  

Measurable	  Outcomes	  	  

Desired	  Outcomes	  	  
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A Sustainable Environment

Vision
People in Merthyr Tydfil 
will live in communities 
that are sustainable, clean 
and energy efficient. 

Waste Management
Energy Management
Environmental Quality  - Cleaning / Fly Tipping / Litter
           - Air Quality
           - Noise

Flood Management
Planning & Countryside
Wildlife & Biodiversity
Parks & Open SpacesSpecific Measurable Outcomes - ‘Scores on Doors’

  - Measure of Success

Strategic Aims & Objectives -

Desired Outcomes -

Creation of more
‘Greener’ jobs
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Social Services Scrutiny Committee  
Work Programme Descriptors 2016/17 

(The Work Programme is reviewed at each meeting and as such is subject to change) 

(Work programme Version November 2016) 
 

 
Committee Social Services Scrutiny Committee 

Date / Timing Overarching 
Item 

Officer & 
Cabinet 
Member 

 (Other) Scrutiny Focus  

28th June 2016 

Annual Report LCJ, AL, MA, 
LM 

Social 
Services 

 
Scrutiny & Challenge:-  Annual Council Reporting Framework. The Director of Social 
Services annual statutory report to Welsh Government 
 

Performance EMcW/LCJ/Cllr L 
Matthews 

Social 
Services 

Scrutiny & Challenge:- 
Corporate Plan, Priority Area 2, 3 & 4 Reports.  An update on progress implementing 
the Corporate Plan 
Performance Board Report – Improving Wellbeing.  A synopsis from the 
Performance Board. 
*Appendix = Draft Service Performance Reports.  An update on progress 
implementing the service strategy and the associated risks, issues and challenges for 
example activities from the Performance Board challenge. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
20th September 2016 

CTSAB/CTSCB 
Annual Plans 
16/17 

Nicola Kingham 
and officers and 
elected member 
 

Social 
services 

Scrutiny & Challenge:-  update on the safeguarding board plan. Looking at the areas  
we have covered and safeguarding priorities 
 

Performance EMcW/LCJ/Cllr L 
Matthews 

Social 
Services 

Scrutiny & Challenge:- 
Corporate Plan, Priority Area 2, 3 & 4 Reports.  An update on progress implementing 
the Corporate Plan 
Service Performance Report (Improving Wellbeing). An update on progress 
implementing the service strategy and the associated risks, issues and challenges for 
example activities from the Performance Board challenge. 
 

Corporate 
safeguarding 

reference Group  
Update 

Alex Beckham 
and portfolio 

member 

Social 
Services 

Scrutiny & Challenge:- Reference group set up a year ago and a report to review 
progress and plan drawn up from development sessions. 
 

Annual Report Alex Beckham Social Scrutiny & Challenge:- Information on data regards conferences and reviews  and 
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Social Services Scrutiny Committee  
Work Programme Descriptors 2016/17 

(The Work Programme is reviewed at each meeting and as such is subject to change) 

(Work programme Version November 2016) 
 

on LAC reviews 
and CP 

conferences 
 

and portfolio 
member   

Services current registration status 
 

Learning 
Disabilities 
inspection 

MA/LCJ/Cllr 
Matthews 

Social 
Services 

Scrutiny & Challenge:-  An update on inspection. 
 
 
 

1st November 2016 

Child Sexual 
Exploitation 
(CSE) 
Safeguarding 
Action Plan  

Alex Beckham Social 
Services 

Scrutiny & Challenge:-  An update in relation to the action plan set up as a result of 
the self-evaluation following the Rotherham report. 

CTSAB/CTSCB 
Annual Reports 

15/16 

Nicola Kingham 
and officers and 
elected member 

Social 
Services 

Scrutiny & Challenge:-   These separate reports summarises the work undertaken by 
the CTSCB and the CTSAB to achieve its objectives during 2015/16. They also 
summarise the areas of development identified for 2016/17 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6th December 2016 

Regional 
Adoption 

Annual Report 
 

AL/ Angela 
Harris & Rachel 
Evans (Vale of 

Glamorgan) 

Adoption 
Services 

Monitoring & Scrutiny: An update  and some early performance information  in 
relation to our regional adoption collaborative 

Annual Report 
on adult 

safeguarding 
processes 

Alex Beckham 
and portfolio 

member 

Social 
Services 

Scrutiny & Challenge:-   Report providing update on adult protection referrals and 
details as required. 

Looked After 
Children 
Strategy 
Implementation 
 

AL & Port. 
Member/  Sarah 
Skuse  

Children 
Services 

Monitoring, Scrutiny & Challenge: A quarterly update on progress implementing the 
LAC strategy and the associated risks, issues and challenges. The strategy is seeking 
a reduction in the number of LAC and CPR over the next few years 

Caseload size in 
children’s 
services   
 

AL / Portfolio 
Member 

Children 
Services 

Monitoring, Scrutiny & Challenge: The committee has requested a report on the 
caseloads size for Children’s Services. 
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Social Services Scrutiny Committee  
Work Programme Descriptors 2016/17 

(The Work Programme is reviewed at each meeting and as such is subject to change) 

(Work programme Version November 2016) 
 

24th January 2017 
 

Looked After 
Children 
Strategy 

Implementation 
 

AL/ Cllr LM Children 
Services 

Monitoring, Scrutiny & Challenge: A quarterly update on progress implementing the 
LAC strategy and the associated risks, issues and challenges. The strategy is seeking 
a reduction in the number of LAC and CPR over the next few years 

Dom care 
contract 

MA/LCJ/Cllr 
Matthews 

SS Scrutiny & Challenge:- update on first quarter of new dom care contract – looking at 
value for money and data. Where we were /where we going? 
 

Budget update Stacey 
Evans/LCJ/Cllr 

Matthews 

 Scrutiny & Challenge:-  
Update on budget and looking at areas that may overspend.  

Communities 
First – Where 

we were? 
Where we 

going? 
 

Ryan 
Stokes/LMCJ 

Social 
Services 

Scrutiny & Challenge:- data from the three areas and updates CF moving forward. 
 
 
 
 

Performance 
(Reports received – 
29/11. Check with 

Ewan if current and 
who to invite) 

EMcW/LCJ/Cllr L 
Matthews 

Social 
Services 

Scrutiny & Challenge:- 
Corporate Plan, Priority Area 2, 3 & 4 Reports.  An update on progress implementing 
the Corporate Plan 
Service Performance Report (Improving Wellbeing). An update on progress 
implementing the service strategy and the associated risks, issues and challenges for 
example activities from the Performance Board challenge. 
 

Cwm Taff 
Integrated 
Family Support 
Team Annual 
report -  
April 2015 / 
March 2016 

AL/  Goulding, 
Jay (RCT) 

 
 

Social 
Services 

Scrutiny & Challenge:-  
 
An Annual Report on progress within the Cwm Taf IFST and the wider 
implementation. 
 
 

7th March 2017 
 

CSSIW report 
action plan 

update 

AL/LCJ/MA SS Scrutiny & Challenge:-  At the May meeting CSSIW reported to committee on their 
report. An action plan was needed to address the recommendations in the report. 
This will be the second update, then every six months thereafter. 
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Social Services Scrutiny Committee  
Work Programme Descriptors 2016/17 

(The Work Programme is reviewed at each meeting and as such is subject to change) 

(Work programme Version November 2016) 
 

Review of family 
support services 

AL/LMCJ  Scrutiny & Challenge:-  
Where we were /where we going in future.  Started work august 2016 so this would 
be a review of where we are at.  
 
 

18th April 2017 
 
 
 
 
 

Performance EMcW/LCJ/Cllr L 
Matthews 

 Scrutiny & Challenge:- 
Corporate Plan, Priority Area 2, 3 & 4 Reports.  An update on progress implementing 
the Corporate Plan 
Service Performance Report (Improving Wellbeing). An update on progress 
implementing the service strategy and the associated risks, issues and challenges for 
example activities from the Performance Board challenge. 
 

Looked After 
Children 
Strategy 
Implementation 
 

AL & Port. 
Member 

Children 
Services 

Monitoring, Scrutiny & Challenge: A quarterly update on progress implementing the 
LAC strategy and the associated risks, issues and challenges. The strategy is seeking 
a reduction in the number of LAC and CPR over the next few years 

CTSAB/CTSCB 
Annual Plans 

17/18 

Nicola Kingham Social 
services 

Scrutiny & Challenge:-  
 
 
 

To be confirmed 

SS&WB Jonathan Strong Social 
Serivces 

SSWB – An update as to where the Authority is in relation to the implementation of 
the Act. 

Annual 
Performance 
Evaluation for 

2015-2016 
 

CSSIW Social 
Services 

Monitoring & Scrutiny: The CSSIW will be publishing the evaluation report on 30 
October 2016 and wish to present it to this scrutiny committee before 31 December 
2016  
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Social Services Scrutiny Committee  
Work Programme Descriptors 2016/17 

(The Work Programme is reviewed at each meeting and as such is subject to change) 

(Work programme Version November 2016) 
 

 
 

WCCIS Mark 
Anderton/LCJ/ 
Cllr Matthews 

SS Scrutiny & Challenge:-  Updating scrutiny on new database and links to performance 
– how we will report in future. 
 
 

 
YOS inspection 

Was due 1st 
October 2016 
but the 
inspection was 
cancelled (email 
AL 27/09/2016) 

 

AL/LCJ/Cllr 
Matthews 

Social 
Services 

Scrutiny & Challenge:- findings from inspection 
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